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Dear Sir, Madam
It has increasingly been a topic of conversation over the last few weeks. 25 May 2018 will see the
introduction of new EU privacy legislation on how companies are to deal with personal data, of customers
as well as staff. It is a good time to let you know what the new privacy rules mean for us and how we will
be handling (your) personal data, what we are doing to put the new rules into effect, and what you can
expect from us over these coming months.
Zwitserleven – VIVAT
Zwitserleven is part of the VIVAT group; it is a 100% subsidiary of VIVAT N.V.
Based on inter-company arrangements, VIVAT N.V. is responsible for handling personal data for all
companies within the VIVAT groep.
Where we are with the introduction
The arrival of the new privacy rules does not only mean that we have to implement new processes and
adjust our systems. We are also working hard to inform and train all our staff, and have appointed a Data
Protection Officer and Privacy Officers. They know all about the new privacy legislation and are
responsible for monitoring compliance with the new rules. The Privacy Officers are also the first port of call
for our staff if they have a privacy-related question.
Risk-based approach
The measures that we are putting in place to implement the new legislation are all consistent with the
purpose of the new legislation, which is to handle the personal data of our customers and staff with due
care. We have chosen a risk-based approach. This means that we are taking extra measures if there is a
higher risk, for example where medical details or data on criminal convictions and offences are concerned.
Similarly, additional measures will be put in place for financial data and Citizen Service Numbers (BSNs)
so as to ensure that these data are extra protected.
VIVAT's privacy principles
On the next page, you will see a summary of the most important changes for us and “VIVAT's 10 Privacy
Principles”. In the run-up to 25 May, we will regularly keep you up to date on these changes and our
activities in terms of implementing the new privacy legislation.
Any questions?
If you have any questions about this letter, please contact your adviser. Alternatively, you can call
«Naam_IAM» on «Telnr_IAM» or send an e-mail to «Email_IAM»
Kind regards,

Hans Visser
General Manager
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VIVAT's 10 Privacy Principles
1.

We will access and process personal data only if necessary to achieve a specific and predefined
purpose.
2. In no event will we process more personal data than is necessary or hold personal data for any
longer than necessary.
3. Everyone within the company is personally responsible for the careful handling and security of
personal data in accordance with our Privacy Risk Policy and specific privacy policy documents
and guidelines.
4. We will work continuously to raise privacy awareness among our employees by providing training
courses and awareness materials, and through the Data Protection Officer and Privacy Officers in
case of privacy-related questions.
5. All security incidents involving or likely to involve personal data will be reported to the Incident
Reporting Desk immediately after discovery.
6. We are open about how we process personal data and about the rights that data subjects can
exercise.
7. Our customers will have control of their personal data.
8. Each time we process high-risk personal data, we will conduct a Data Protection Impact
Assessment (DPIA) to identify privacy risks and take appropriate measures.
9. Before processing, we will ask customers for their unambiguous consent if we have no other legal
basis for the data processing.
10. We operate a uniform privacy approach across the company (for all productlines)
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